Abstract. Let (X 1 , X 2 , ...) be a random partition of the unit interval [0, 1], i.e. X i ≥ 0 and i≥1 X i = 1, and let (ε 1 , ε 2 , ...) be i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables of parameter p ∈ (0, 1). The Bernoulli convolution of the partition is the random variable Z = i≥1 ε i X i . The question addressed in this article is: Knowing the distribution of Z for some fixed p ∈ (0, 1), what can we infer about the random partition? We consider random partitions formed by residual allocation and prove that their distributions are fully characterised by their Bernoulli convolution if and only if the parameter p is not equal to 1 /2.
Introduction
Random partitions appear in the mathematical description of many natural systems, such as particle clustering and condensation in physics; dynamics of gene populations in biology; wealth distribution in economics; etc. There is a vast amount of possible probability laws of random partitions, but one often encounters convergence to one of a few universal laws, most notably the Poisson-Dirichlet distribution with parameter θ > 0, henceforth denoted PD(θ).
To show convergence of a tight sequence of random partitions it is often feasible to show convergence of a derived quantity like the Bernoulli convolutions studied in this paper. If the limit of the derived quantity characterises the law of the underlying random partition among the class of possible limits, convergence is shown. It is therefore an important question whether the distribution of a random partition can be identified from its Bernoulli convolution, and in this paper we will contribute to this problem. Before discussing the setting and our results in Section 1.3, we describe two scenarios that motivate this study.
1.1. Random interchange model and quantum spin systems. The random interchange model is a process on permutations constructed as products of random transpositions. Namely, given integers n and k, we pick k pairs of distinct integers (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x k , y k ) from {1, . . . , n} uniformly at random, and consider the permutation
Here, τ i = (x i , y i ) denotes the transposition of x i and y i . The cycle structure (i.e. the lengths of the permutation cycles) of σ gives an integer partition of n; divided by n, it gives a partition of [0, 1] .
Schramm studied this model in the case where k = ⌊cn⌋ with c > 1. He proved that, with high probability as n → ∞, there are cycles whose lengths are of order n. Let L i denote the length of the ith largest cycle. The sum of cycles of length of order n is κn(1 + o(1)) with κ = κ(c) fixed; and the sequence ( L1 κn , L2 κn , . . . ) converges (weakly) to PD(1), the Poisson-Dirichlet distribution with parameter 1 [14] .
One motivation for the random interchange model, pointed out and exploited by Tóth [16] , is that it provides a probabilistic representation of the Heisenberg model of quantum spins. For 1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. 60E10, 60G57, 60K35. c 2019 by the authors. This paper may be reproduced, in its entirety, for non-commercial purposes.
this representation the density of the random interchange model gets an extra weight 2 #cycles , which leads to a conjectured limit which is the Poisson-Dirichlet distribution PD(2), see [7] . Recently, it was proved in [3] that, in the model with weight θ #cycles , θ = 2, 3, 4, . . . , we have 2) for some κ ∈ [0, 1]; the above identity holds for all h ∈ C. In this case the number of transpositions k is actually random, chosen to be Poisson(cn); κ depends on c and θ and is positive for c large enough. The interpretation is that the system displays small (order 1) and large (order n) cycles, and that the joint distribution of the lengths of large cycles is PD(θ). See [3] for more details. The last expectation in (1.2) is equal to the moment generating function of the Bernoulli convolution of PD(θ) with parameter p = 1 /θ. The result (1.2) is compatible with the conjecture that the distribution of the large cycle lengths is Poisson-Dirichlet, but is it the only compatible distribution? We prove here that, among the residual allocation distributions, the answer is yes for θ = 3, 4, . . . , but no for θ = 2.
There are related loop models that include 'double bars' as well as the transposition 'crosses', that represent further quantum spin systems [1, 17] . Without weights, it was proved in [4] that the joint distribution of the lengths of long loops is PD( 1 /2). With weights 2 #loops , the result of [3] is that
cos(hκX i ) , (1.3) for all h ∈ C. The latter expectation is closely related to the moment generating function of the Bernoulli convolution of PD(1) with parameter p = 1 /2. Results of the present article show that the above claim is not enough to guarantee the presence of PD(1), even among residual allocation distributions.
1.2.
Exchangeable divide-and-color models. In a recent paper by Steif and Tykesson [15] , the authors introduce generalized divide-and-color models as follows. Given a countable set S and p ∈ (0, 1), one starts by forming a random partition Π of S according to some rule; one then assigns to each part of Π a 'color' 0 or 1, independently and with probability p for 1. Letting each element of S take the color of the part it belongs to and then forgetting about the original parition Π, one ends up with a random element ω ∈ {0, 1}
S . This construction is motivated by the Fortuin-Kasteleyn representation of the Ising model, among other examples.
A particular case is when S = N and when the random partition Π is exchangeable, i.e. its distribution is invariant under all finite permutations of N. By Kingman's famous theorem [9] , such a random partition of N is uniquely encoded by a random vector (X i ) i≥1 satisfying X i ≥ X i+1 ≥ 0 for all i ≥ 1 and i≥1 X i ≤ 1; note that < 1 is allowed in this case. On the other hand, the resulting color process ω ∈ {0, 1} N is also exchangeable; by de Finetti's theorem, this means that there is some random variable ξ ∈ [0, 1] such that, conditional on ξ, the ω i are i.i.d. Bernoulli(ξ). It is not hard to see that (when i≥1 X i = 1) ξ equals the Bernoulli convolution of (X i ) i≥1 , see [15, Lemma 3.12] . Steif and Tykesson ask whether the law of the random partition Π can be recovered from the law of ω. This is equivalent to asking whether the law of (X i ) i≥1 can be recovered from the law of its Bernoulli convolution. A. Holroyd has recently given an example showing that the answer is in general no for all p ∈ [0, 1]. Our results on residual allocation models show that the answer can be yes under additional assumptions on (X i ) i≥1 .
1.3. Framework and results. We restrict our setting to random partitions obtained from residual allocation. Namely, we consider the interval [0, 1] with the Borel σ-algebra. Given a probability measure µ on [0, 1], let (Y i ) i≥1 be i.i.d. random variables distributed according to µ, and consider the sequence (X i ) i≥1 defined by
etc...
Assuming that µ({0}) < 1, it is not hard to prove that X i → 0 as i → ∞ and that i≥1 X i = 1, almost surely. It is possible to rearrange the sequence (X i ) in decreasing order if one wants an ordered partition, but this is not necessary here. An important example of this construction is GEM(θ), obtained when µ = Beta(1, θ). If one orders the entries of a GEM(θ) sample by decreasing size, one obtains the famous PoissonDirichlet distribution PD(θ), see [8] . Another important example is µ = δ 1−λ for some fixed λ ∈ (0, 1) so that
i . This is the setting of the 'classical' Bernoulli convolution i≥1 ±λ i with i.i.d. random signs; see the review [10] . Let (ε i ) i≥1 be a sequence of i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables of parameter p ∈ [0, 1], independent of (X i ) i≥1 , and define the random variable
The law of Z, and sometimes the random variable Z itself, is called the Bernoulli(p) convolution of the random partition (X i ) i≥1 . As a shorthand, since we only consider random partitions from residual allocation, we will sometimes refer to Z (or its law) as the Bernoulli convolution of the measure µ. The Bernoulli convolution is invariant under rearrangements of the sequence (X i ). The cases p = 0 and p = 1 are trivial and uninteresting, since Z = 0 and Z = 1, respectively.
If µ has an atom at 0 of value c > 0, i.e. µ({0}) = c, then the sequence (Y 1 , Y 2 , . . . ) -and therefore (X 1 , X 2 , . . . ) -contains a density c of elements that are equal to 0; this does not affect Z. In other words, the Bernoulli convolutions of µ and cδ 0 + (1 − c)µ are the same for all c ∈ [0, 1). We avoid this trivial degeneracy by restricting our attention to measures that do not have an atom at 0.
Given p ∈ (0, 1), the question is whether the Bernoulli(p) convolution characterises the random partition obtained from residual allocation. We show that it is the case for p = 1 /2. We also show that Theorem 1.1 fails for p = 1 /2. Our non-uniqueness results hold for GEM (or Poisson-Dirichlet) measures of arbitrary parameters. The non-uniqueness results are not explicit, with one exception: In the case of GEM (2), we show that the measures ν, whose residual allocations have the same Bernoulli convolution as µ = Beta(1, 2), satisfy
( 1.6) Note that this condition holds true in the case µ = Beta(1, 2), for which dµ(x) = 2(1 − x)dx. Another example is the Dirac measure at x = 1 /2, ν = δ1 /2 , which formally satisfies (1.6). We refer to Proposition 3.4 for details including conditions on the regularity of measures.
We prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 with the help of a stochastic identity for the random variable Z, see Lemma 2.1. This identity holds because of the self-similarity structure of residual allocations. The proofs of Theorem 1.1 and 1.2 can be found in Sections 2 and 3, respectively.
A natural question is whether Theorem 1.1 holds beyond residual allocations. Obviously, the Bernoulli convolution (1.5) may be defined for arbitrary random partitions (X i ) i≥1 . One may also allow more general random variables (ε i ) i≥1 ; in this generality, Z is sometimes called a random weighted average. Pitman's recent review [11] contains a wealth of information about the theory of random weighted averages. In [11, Corollary 9] it is shown that the distribution of the random weighted average Z, as (ε i ) i≥1 range over all i.i.d. sequences of random variables with finite support, fully characterizes the law of the random partition (X i ) i≥1 . This holds without any assumptions about the properties of the random partition.
Uniqueness when
The following lemma will be used both to establish uniqueness for p = 1 /2 and non-uniqueness for p = 1 /2. 
This is not new, see [6, Theorem 1] or [5, Theorem 7.1]; it is also discussed in [11, (119) ].
Proof. Assuming (a), we have
where the sequence (X i /(1 − Y 1 )) i≥2 is independent of X 1 = Y 1 and has the same distribution as (X i ) i≥1 , which gives (b).
Assuming (b), we will construct a sequence of random variables which all have the same distribution as Z and which converge weakly (in fact, almost surely) to i≥1 ε i X i . Observe that there exist Z 1 , Z 2 independent copies of Z, independent of ε i , Y i such that
Iterating this further, we get (Z i ) i≥1 such that for all n ≥ 1,
where X i are as defined in (1.4). All terms in n i=1 ε i X i are positive and the sums are bounded by 1, hence the series converges to i≥1 ε i X i ; the remainder (1 − Y 1 ) · · · (1 − Y n )Z n converges to 0 almost surely. As n → ∞ we obtain (a).
We will show that all moments of Y ∼ µ are determined by the Bernoulli convolution Z of the residual allocation model from µ. This holds for p ∈ (0, 1) \ { 1 /2}. It does not hold for p = 0 (the Bernoulli convolution is always 0) and p = 1 (it is always 1). It also does not hold for p = 1 /2, for reasons that are not obvious and that are discussed in Sect. 3.
Let us introduce numbers a n,k and c n that depend on the law of Z, and numbers b n that depend on the law of Y . For n, k ∈ N with k ≤ n, let 
Proof. We expand E[Z n ] in two different ways. First,
Second, using Lemma 2.1,
Equating these identities, we get
We now divide by E[Y ] and we obtain the claim of the proposition.
The next lemma holds for p = 1 /2 only.
, we have for all n ≥ 2 that a n,n + c n = 0.
Proof. We have a n,n + c n = (
This is always positive for n even; we thus assume from now on that n ≥ 3 is odd. From the definitions (1.4) and (1.5), we have
Note that, if ℓ = #{i 1 , . . . , i n } denotes the number distinct indices among i 1 , . . . , i n ≥ 1, then 9) since ε k i = ε i for all k, i ≥ 1. We thus get 10) where S n,ℓ = X i1 X i2 · · · X in summed over all choices of indices i 1 , . . . , i n ≥ 1 such that with #{i 1 , . . . , i n } = ℓ. Note that for all ℓ ≥ 1,
, and thus
While the term ℓ = 1 is zero, all other terms are non-zero and have the same sign, which proves the claim since n > 1.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. It follows from Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 that, for n ≥ 2, b n = −(a n,n + c n )
Recall that b 0 = 0, b 1 = 1. The above equation shows that the b n s are determined by the a n,k s and c n s, which only depend on the Bernoulli convolution Z. In this section we set p = 1 /2, unless indicated otherwise. We also assume that the Bernoulli( 1 /2) convolution has a density with respect to Lebesgue, which we denote by q. This will hold in particular in the case of GEM(θ). Note that q(x) > 0 for all x ∈ (0, 1), and that q(
Given a nonnegative measurable function ρ on [0, 1], we define the function Hρ by
Let R q be the cone of nonnegative measurable functions ρ such that the integral above is finite for all 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. H is a linear operator on R q . As it turns out, it gives a relation between the density ρ of a probability measure on [0, 1], and the density q of the corresponding Bernoulli convolution. The proof of Lemma 3.1 also shows the converse, namely that if q is the Bernoulli convolution from ρ, then (3.2) is satisfied.
Proof. For (a), we have, writing h(x) = [H ρ](x), 
It follows that for all continuous function f , we have We used Fubini's theorem to get the second line, and the changes of variables y = x−u 1−u and y = The next step is to identify the Bernoulli convolution of GEM distributions. It turns out to be equal to Beta random variables. We consider general parameters p, although we only need the case p = 1 /2 here. This result is not new, see e.g. [11, Prop. 27(iii)]. We sketch a proof using the connection between GEM(θ) and PD(θ), Kingman's characterization of PD(θ) in terms of the Gammasubordinator, as well as the following well-known lemma (see e.g. 1) and
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let ξ = (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . ) be the points of a Poisson process with intensity measure θx −1 e −x dx on (0, ∞) in decreasing order. Let S = i≥1 ξ i and X i = ξ i /S for all i ≥ 1, then X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . .) has the PD(θ)-distribution. Let (ε i ) i≥1 be a sequence of i.i.d. Bernoulli(p) random variables. Let ξ (1) be the collection (ξ i : ε i = 1) and ξ (0) its complement (ξ i : ε i = 0). Note that ξ (1) and ξ (0) are independent Poisson processes with respective intensity measures pθx −1 e −x dx and (1−p)θx
i . Then Y 1 and Y 0 have distributions Gamma(pθ, 1) and Gamma((1 − p)θ, 1) respectively (this can be checked using the Laplace transform and Campbell's formula as in [7, Lemma 7.3] ). Since Z = Y 1 /(Y 0 + Y 1 ), Lemma 3.3 implies that Z ∼ Gamma(pθ, (1 − p)θ), which concludes the proof.
We now consider a special case of Theorem 1.2, namely θ = 2. There exist many solutions to (3.6): Starting from an arbitrary nonnegative integrable function f on [0,
, 1] and take ρ(x) = f (x)/ f . Of course, the density of the Beta(1, 2) random variable is 2(1 − x) and it satisfies Eq. (3.6).
Proof. The corresponding Bernoulli convolution with parameter p = 1 /2 is equal to Beta(1, 1), i.e. the uniform probability measure on [0, 1], by Proposition 3.2. The operator H takes a simpler form and Eq. (3.2) becomes for all x ∈ [0, 1]. We get (3.6) by differentiating with respect to x.
The case of the GEM(θ) distribution with θ = 2 is more complicated and we do not give a full characterisation of all possibilities. We only prove the existence of many solutions.
We rely on the theory of fractional derivatives and integrals, see e.g. [13, Ch 1] for an extended exposition. For α > 0, let I α denote the fractional integral operator (in the sense of Riemann-Liouville): We introduce the function ϕ on [0, 1] by We now rewrite Eq. (3.2) using the fractional integral operator in the case where the probability density q is that of Beta( θ /2, θ /2). Taking q(x) = Γ(θ) 
for all x ∈ [0, 1].
is a probability function on [0, 1] and the Bernoulli( 1 /2) convolution of the residual allocation model from ρ has density Beta( θ /2, θ /2).
The claim about non-uniqueness, Theorem 1.2, is now a consequence of Lemma 3.5.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We are looking for nonnegative solutions ϕ of (3.11); then ρ(x) = (1 − x) θ−1 ϕ(x) is a solution. Let ε be a function on [0, 1] that is antisymmetric around 1 /2, i.e. ε(x) = −ε(1 − x), and consider the equation
with x ∈ [0, 1]. Solutions of this equation are also solutions of (3.11). Applying the fractional derivative operator on both sides, and using The contribution of the term t θ /2 can be calculated explicitly; it gives the constant θ. We can also make the change of variables t → ux and we get The case ε ≡ 0 leads to ϕ(x) = θ, i.e. ρ = Beta(1, θ). But we can also choose ε ≡ 0 to be small and smooth enough such that the last term is uniformly bounded by θ. Then ϕ(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ [0, 1].
Further questions
It would be interesting to investigate the extent to which Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 hold for other classes of random partitions (X i ) i≥1 than those formed by residual allocation. One could for example consider more general residual allocation models where the sequence (Y i ) is not i.i.d. but e.g. given by a discrete-time stochastic process; one could also consider random partitions built from subordinators (see [11, Section 5.2] ); or one could imagine more general settings. For p = 1 /2, are there random partitions whose Bernoulli convolutions are identical to those of GEM(θ), or other residual allocations? We do not know.
For p = 1 /2 there is another example of non-uniqueness of the Bernoulli convolution for GEM(2), using the Brownian bridge. Namely, let X 1 ≥ X 2 ≥ · · · be a ranked list of the excursion lengths away from 0 of a standard Brownian bridge on [0, 1], and let ε i be the indicator that the bridge is positive on the corresponding excursion. Then the ε i are i.i.d. Bernoulli( 1 /2), independent of the X i , and the Bernoulli( 1 /2) convolution Z = i≥1 ε i X i equals the time spent positive by the bridge. Lévy showed that the latter is uniformly distributed on [0, 1], which as we saw coincides with the Bernoulli( 1 /2) convolution of GEM (2) . See e.g. [11, Section 2.4] for more information.
We can also use the Brownian pseudo-bridge to get an example of non-uniqueness of the Bernoulli( 1 /2) convolution for GEM (1) . Indeed, the ranked list of excursions is given by the twoparameter Poisson-Dirichlet distribution PD( 1 /2, 0) and the time spent positive is Beta( 1 /2, 1 /2); see [12] .
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